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I. Scott, “International History 1900-1999” in 
Globalisation 

Introduction Since 1900, world politics has transformed in several ways, reflecting political, technological, 
and ideological developments. 

- WWI: first modern, industrialised total war 
- WWII: more total in nature and global, brought about fundamental changes in world 

politics 
o Before 1939, Europe was the arbiter of world affairs; this war brought the 

soviets and Americans into militarily and politically Europe 
o Caused the demise of great European empires: Russian, German, Austro-

Hungarian and Ottoman 
o Growing weakness within Eurocentric power and created the two 

superpowers US and USSR 
- Cold War: marked the collapse of wartime alliance between the UK, USSR and US 

o Provided both context and pretext for growth of nuclear arsenals 
 

Modern Total 
War 

- Debates among historians about the wars origins focused on political, military, and 
systemic factors. Some theories suggest: 

o Responsibility for the war was diffuse – complex dynamics 
o German aggression, motivated by internal political needs 

- War was total in that whole societies and economies were mobilised 
- Although it began as a European conflict, the war dragged in other nations such as the 

US 
o Wilson’s “14 Points” – reflection of need for global peace and security 

- Versailles Conference: promised a framework for European security and a new 
international order 

o Failed to tackle central problems such as the results of Germany after the war 
and the contesting dynamics of unresolved/defeated nations 

- Great Depression: weakened liberal democracy and brought rise to Hitler’s regime.  
o Economic and political instability provided foundations for WW2 to take root 

- The rise and fall of Japan:  
o Japan emerged out of isolation in 1868 as an industrialised modern power 
o They were embroiled within China’s civil war and were quick to colonise 

various surrounding nations 
o After entering the war, and in opposition to the US, Japan’s power was 

diminished (atomic bomb to Hiroshima and Nagasaki) – remains a controversy 
▪ Truman already knew Japan was defeated, his real motive was to 

coerce Moscow in pursuit of post-war American interests in Europe 
and Asia 
 

End of 
Empire 

- The demise of imperialism in the 20th century marked a fundamental change in world 
politics. 

- Belief of self-determination should be guiding principle in international politics marked 
a transformation of attitudes and values 

o This principle underpinned the new global order was slow to be implemented 
and required a lot of political, ideological and militarisation  

- After 1945, imperialism became a term of opprobrium  
o Several factors influenced the process of decolonisation: the attitude of the 

colonial power; the ideology and strategy of the anti-imperialist forces; and 
the role of external powers.  
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- New attitudes: Marxism, Nationalism, domino theory, hegemony (has been used as 
criticism of the behaviour of the super powers; USSR in eastern Europe and US in Latin 
America 

 
Britain: In 1945, the empire extended across the globe. However, in the following 40 years, 49 
of its territories were granted independence 

- 1947: Independence of India – an exception in the early post-war years as successive 
British governments were reluctant to give up its hold 

- 1950s: End of empire in Africa – relatively peaceful 
 
France: France had been occupied during WW2, and successive governments sought to 
preserve French international prestige by maintaining its imperial status.  

- Bloody battle of independence of Vietnam 
- Civil war between 1954-62 for the control of Algeria 

 
Cold War - The rise of the USA as a world power after 1945 was of paramount importance in 

international affairs.  
- The onset of the cold war in Europe reflected failure to implement the principles 

agreed at the wartime conferences of Yalta and Potsdam 
- Reconciling self-determination with national security was a main issue for the 

contrasting ideological and political powers 
o Truman doctrine/Marshall plan 
o NATO 
o Warsaw Pact 
o Khrushchev’s policy of peaceful coexistence 
o National liberalism  

- Détente and the second cold war 
▪ In the West, critics of détente and arms control argued that the 

soviets were acquiring nuclear superiority. Some suggested that 
America should pursue strategies based on the idea that victory in 
nuclear war was possible – introduction of Reaganomics  

▪ The resulting period of tension and confrontation between the 
superpowers has been described as the second cold war.  

o Cuban Crisis 
o Berlin Wall  
o Arab-Israeli conflict 

- End of the Cold War: Gorbachev’s new thinking 
o Gorbachev paved the way for agreements on nuclear and conventional forced 

that helped ease the tensions that had characteristic the early 1980s  
▪ INF treaties: Using agreements on nuclear arms to build trust and 

demonstrate the serious and radical nature of his purpose 
▪ Imploding the USSR from within through reform  

 
Conclusion - 1914: the transformation of warfare into industrialised total war reflected a 

combination of technological, political and social forces.  
- WW2: rise of new ideology and technology that forced the entire world into combat 
- 1945: end of empires and new ideology: Marxism 
- Cold War: rise of superpowers and nuclear arms 

o One central issue is how far could war perspectives and the involvement of 
nuclear armed superpowers imposed stability in regions where previous 
instability had led to war and conflict.  

 
Both the cold war and age of empires are over, although across the globe their legacies persist. 
Although, the age of mass destruction, chemical weaponry new ideology continues. 
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II. Cox, “From the End of the Cold War to a New Global 
Era” in Globalisation 

Introduction: 
the rise and 
fall of the 
cold war 

The world is changing economically, the west still retains enormous power. The liberal 
order it constructed after the second world war remains far more resilient that some 
are now claiming.  
 
The modern world system really begins with the cold war - as a by-product of the great 
war. This has also led to the beginnings of a new world order dominated by two 
superpowers, whose capabilities reach would inevitably shape the international system 
for many years to come.  
 
The causes of the cold war have been much debated from an incompatibility between 
the social and economic systems of the east and west to mutual fears of destruction, 
but, there are several reasons. One thing is sure that the cold war led to the beginnings 
of the third world caused by conflict and economic distress. Furthermore, according to 
scholars, the cold war was a bipolar system that was stable within itself, and for many 
reasons may have only ended due to the radical policies of Gorbachev.  
 

The US and 
the unipolar 
moment 

The role the US plated during the cold war was often subject to attack by critics who 
frequently berated the greatest power on earth for being too interventionist, too 
insensitive, too little interested in the deeper needs of the undeveloped countries and 
for upholding right-wing dictators when they should have been promoting freedom. 
The critical part played by the US in these transitional years points to the fact that they 
have stayed fully committed to promoting their role in international affairs and that, 
with the unfolding new world order, the US would gold an especially dominant 
position. Moreover, the balance of power was now rising and shifting further towards 
the US, and that unipolarity was becoming a significant feature of the 21st century.  
 
This in turn fed into a second debate concerning the exercise of this great power. Most 
liberal Americans thought it crucial to embed US power into pre-existing international 
institutions, sending out the very clear message that the US was not just powerful but 
could be trusted to exercise its power wisely and well. On examining this perspective 
from Clintons views, the US could neither escape from its international position nor 
retreat from it giving it a paradox between the magnitude of power and the states 
inability to exercise it – hegemony is not omnipotence.  
 

After the SU Scholars of international relations have long been deeply interested in the interplay 
between the great powers and the reasons why even the most powerful (empires) 
have disappeared, and the new challenges that are to face Russia.  

- Issue of what to do with the USSR’s nuclear arsenal 
o How to make sure it doesn’t fall into the wrong hands 

- Problem of making the transition from a centralised economy to a market one 
- Economic reforms in the 90s created a new class of super-rich Russians that 

exacerbated Russia’s overall decline 
- The increasing power of Putin and his plans for Russia’s future.  

o Notion of democracy as a distinctively Russian character 
o Attempted to reverse what he saw as Russia’s decline in the 90s 

- Realist assumption that is was important to world closely with Russia: partly 
for economic reasons, and partly because Putin was popular, and that Russia 
was a permanent member of the UN security council and remained a nuclear 
state 
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Europe’s rise 
and decline 

Despite the breakup of the USSR, Europe benefited as much from the end of the cold 
war as the US, i.e. the collapse of communism. Likewise, Europeans after the cold war 
were divided over a series of key issues, most notably the degree of European 
integration, economic strategy, and the foreign policy aspirations of the EU. Although 
the EU acted as if they would act as a collective of foreign issues, it was only the UK and 
France that had military capabilities who intervened. As a collective, they do not hold 
much military power, but does remains a major economic actor in the world 
 
Moreover, the cost of the economic crisis has been significant but the consensus 
remains that a functioning EU is more likely to deliver peace and prosperity than any 
other arrangement. Defining a new international role for the EU did not create the 
instruments or the capabilities for fulfilling the role of international peace and security. 
The long-term dangers of not underwriting the EU looked to most rational analysts a 
good deal higher than doing so. In all, a Europe that managed to work together to solve 
its problems in a collective way was likely to be a more stable and more effective 
Europe than a Europe that did not.  
 

A new Asian 
century 

Compared to Europe after 1945, the international relations of east Asia during the cold 
war were highly volatile, marked by revolutions, wars and insurgencies. They remained 
a complex tapestry of often warring and suspicious states, whom did not work together 
like Europe and whose hatred ran deep into historical matters and where nationalism 
played a central part in defining identity.  
 
After the end of the cold war, it was clear there the consequences were very different 
to that of Europe, and not always liberal, as Asia in general was ripe for new rivalries. 
Alternatively, economic growth and the US’s presence in aiding growth played by 
ASEAN continue to make the region more stable them some predicted. Some suggest 
that the underlying reasons for economic success was a strong entrepreneurial spirit 
wedded to a powerful set of cultural values, and others believe it was the by-product 
of the application of a non-liberal model of development employing the strong state to 
drive through rapid economic development from above. China’s economic rise has also 
brought prosperity to the region but increased tensions too, confirming – to some 
realists – that when the balance of power changes instability follows. – which can be 
seen from the results of the 2008 fiscal crisis.  
 

A new global 
south 

The economic success of Asia poses a much larger question about the fate of the less-
developed countries in general during the post-cold war era. As noted, the cold war 
had a massive effect on the third world in the same wat as political struggles in the 
third world have an enormous effect on the cold war. This was the result of an influx of 
liberation movement and the reorganisation of world economic order. In retrospect, 
some states that had been propped up by the superpowers fell into complete chaos 
after the cold war as they implemented western style structural reforms which often 
led to greater inequality, a decline in public services and the exponential growth of 
ever more rampant forms of corruption as more and more money flooded into newly 
emerging economics.  
 
Economic reform and the rapid reintegration of the third world back into the world 
economy thus had profound consequences north on the countries themselves and on 
the wider international system. In fact, many countries were left in serious debt 
continuing the extensive poverty and inequality of the economy.  
 
Furthermore, though socialist anti-imperialism was no longer a powerful political 
ideology, in the south, resentments against the more powerful west remains. 
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From 9/11 
to the Arab 
Spring 

Whether there is a connection between unequal distribution of wealth and power in 
the world and terrorism remains in question, but there is no doubt that the impact of 
the 2001 attack on the US had international political ramifications, and the behaviour 
of the US in general.  

- International terrorism proved to be highly controversial and in the end very 
costly 

- The massive impact of 9/11 was to have on the US and wider states foreign 
policy was paramount.  

o Made foreign policy more militarised – US doubling spending between 
2001-09’ 

- US foreign policy makers rethink their views on the middle east 
- The war only disturbed the whole middle east while making it possible for Iran 

to gain more influence 
o Without the push of the US, the conflict sparked individuals to over 

throw their autocratic governments in the Arab Spring of 2011 
 

Obama and 
the World 

Obama was elected in 2008 amid the deepest fiscal crisis since the 30s. his foreign 
policy aimed, among other things, to restore US standing in the world while finally 
bringing US troops home. His re-election in 2012 was in part due to his economic 
policies at home and in part due to his perceived success in foreign policy. His policies 
have that is the US were to avoid another depression, it would have to adopt a set of 
radical policies that did not shy away from using the state to save the market from 
itself. Obama also rejects the idea that the US is in decline but accepts the state must 
adjust its policies to take account of new economic realities – most notably in Asia.  
 

Conclusion The approach adopted here has been a quite traditional one, dealing in main with the 
role played by states and regions, though never forgetting that other, lesser 
constituted actor and ideologies have shaped the world as well.  

- Very often the things we least expect to happen can have the greatest impact 
- We are not to ignore deeper developments and trends, the most important by 

far being the forward march of that most dynamic global capitalism  
- The market now rules nearly everywhere creating both vat wealth inequalities 
- Growth has not been driven by the traditional engine of the west bit by the 

east 
- Starting to shift massive economic power to china 

III. Dunne & Schmidt, “Realism” in Globalisation 
Realism Realism is the dominant theory of international relations because it provides the most powerful 

explanation for the state of war that is the regular condition of life in the international system. 
This is the bold claim made by realists in defence of their tradition. Furthermore, despite 
significant differences, particularly between classical and structural realism, it is possible to 
identify a shared set of core assumptions and ideas.  
 
Realism is a fundamental unit of political analysis which emerged before the liberalist theory (in 
the early 1930's -40s period after the Great Debate) to find 'a remedy for its existence' because 
it is the first, it makes sense in a very simple form of understanding world politics and relations. 
This thus became the template against which other paradigms are formed 
  
 It emphasized 'the ubiquity of power and the competitive nature of politics among nations'. 
Realism also taught political officials to focus on state interests in a realistic manner rather than 
to seek peace through strength and to recognise the balance of foreign states if they agree on 
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fundamental values and beliefs. Thus, it is noted that leader should foremost protect their state 
before acting to create a global balance i.e. a need for survival.  
 
There are also three core elements of realism, these include; 

1. Statism 
a. 'the idea of the state as the legitimate representative to exercise authority within 

its domestic borders.' Yet outside these borders is a global state of anarchy 
• Emphasising the point that there is no global security to exercise control 

• Rise from anarchy instead of individual character (reverse of) 

• Theoretical repercussions 
▪ No regulation of security on a global basis 

• Existential struggles 

• Violent conflict  
• Hierarchical control of power on a global basis 

2. Survival 
a. Under anarchy, national security is not guaranteed, therefore a state's best interest 

would be in the pursuit of national security 

• Relative power: Lack of security 
• Security dilemma: Nationalism, Protectionism, Defence system (army – 

threat to others) 

• Protectionism 

• Morality v consideration of power 

• systems forces evolution to which the state is the base of; always trying to 
evolve - survival/economic development 
▪ Systematic v defensive 

• Security 

• Relative power - maximise security 
• Taking opportunities to create power 

• Foundation of the capacity to create power 
▪ Economy is the domain over power 

3. Self-help 
a. It is the responsibility of the state to use their own force to ensure security 

• Military capabilities 
• Balance of power/equilibrium 
• Relative gains - relative power - positional - absolute power - visibility e.g. 

Arms race 

• Economic conflict and power: Balance of power e.g. Arms race; In 
which they can survive 

• Don't try to outsmart the game, act accordingly to realism policy 
• i.e. alliance systems - Warsaw pact, NATO 

  
Core 
Assumptions 

1. Assumption of realist that conflict in international relations is imminent 
a. Historical, there have always been violent conflict in the world (violence is 

engraved in human nature) 
b. It is in the character of human beings - fear, greed and fame (motivational by the 

need for security and reputation) 
2. The unit of analysis is state-centric; extension of the individual, motivated by the 

collective will of individuals 
a. There is only one important figure of the state, nothing above or below is 

significant 
b. Unitary and rationality, everything within the state operates as a unit according to 

the policy and national interest of the state.  
c. Personal, political interests 
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d. States try to optimise their objective; calculates according to cost-benefit, it is 
selfish and self-interested 

3. Power of the state 
a. Power relations determine the outcome of war, economy etc.  
b. Ultimate arbiter of international relations 
c. Reflection of power relations between social/political actors 
d. National protection; security, survival can never be guaranteed, territorial integrity 

and political autonomy may be compromised for security and foreign policy 
e. Relative power states measure their power against other actors, and is also 

threatened by relative power 
i. Balance of Power; If the survival of the state is threatened by a hegemonic 

state or a coalition of stronger states, they should join forced and seek to 
preserve their own independence by checking the power of the opposite 
side 

4. Dual Moral Standard 
a. One moral standard for individuals within a state, and a different standard for the 

state's external relations with other states 
b. Be amoral: morality is not part of policy or how to best serve the state's national 

interest 
c. Do not do anything to offend the national security of another state unless it is 

necessary - be moderate, non-intervention, do not try to change the system of fix 
the world 

 
Types of 
Realism 

There are also varying types of realism that have been developed and modified throughout 
history. This includes;  

• Classical Realism (400BC-1900) 

• The ideas driven by an endless struggle for power fostered by human nature 
• Policies and international laws are governed by human interests and nature 

• Offensive classical realism: individual motivated by greed more than fear, 
they covet and take opportunities rather than balance. Drive for power and 
will to dominate is a fundamental aspect of human nature 

• Defensive classical realism: states are motivated by fear, will defend national 
security, preserve what they have and maintain balance 

• Systematic/Structural Realism (1750-1980) 
• It is not human nature but the anarchic system that foster fear, creating the need 

for security and self help 

• Power is bipolar 

• Outside the state, anarchy exists; International relations takes place where there is 
no authority above the sovereign state 

• States will be selfish > leads to an existential struggle > survival of the fittest 

• The relative distribution of power is the way to understand important international 
outcomes such as war, alliances and power balance 

• Have rank ordering of states, count the numbers of great powers 
• The balance of power will always reproduce, there will be no one leader 

• Economy is a national economy: serves to maintain or increasing national interest 
but under the state. Military then economy then other.  

• Zero-Sum Game: the increase in power will result in loss for another state 

• Security dilemma: one's state's quest for security is another states source of 
insecurity.  

• Neoclassical Realism (1998-) 
• Structural realism is incomplete 

• We need to question how power is perceived and were leadership is exercised. 
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IV. Kissinger, “The Convictions of an Apprentice 
Statesmen” 

Introduction Any statesman is in part the prisoner of necessity. He is confronted with an environment he did 
not create, and it shaped by a personal history he can no longer change. It is an illusion to 
believe that leaders gain vin profundity while the gain experience.  

- The convictions that leaders have formed before reaching high office are in intellectual 
capital they will consume if they continue in office.  

- The public life of every public figure is a continual struggle to rescue an element of 
choice from the pressure of circumstance.  

 
Kissinger’s motive was to understand the processes by which Europe after the Napoleonic wars 
established a peace that lasted a century, and why that peace collapse in 1914. When he 
entered office, he was convinced that the past could teach us some important lessons, but was 
also aware that we are entering a period in in the speed of the spread of ideas, in the global 
impact of foreign policies, in the technical possibility to fulfil the age-old dreams of bettering the 
condition of mankind. If history teaches anything, it is that there can be no peace without 
equilibrium and no justice without restraint.  

- No nation could face or even define its choices without a moral compass that set a 
course through the ambiguity of reality and thus made sacrifices meaningful.  

- Without philosophy, policy will have no standards; but without the willingness to peer 
into darkness and never know peace.  

 
All societies of which history informs us went through periods of decline, most of them 
eventually collapsed. To ignore objective conditions is perilous; to hide behind historical 
inevitability is paramount to more abdications; it is to neglect the elements of strength and 
hope and inspiration which through the centuries have sustained mankind. The statesman’s 
responsibility is to struggle against transitoriness and not to insist that he be paid in the coin of 
eternity. He may know that history is the foe of permanence; but no leader is entitled to 
resignation. 
 

- Convictions that leaders have formed before reaching office are the ones they use 
- Peace was believed to be normal, internal exertions were to get normality 
- Absorption with victory led to the idea that security in the post-war world depended on 

balance of power 
- US absolute power was growing; its relative power was declining. US power was also 

highest at the very beginning of the containment policy 
-   

The 
American 
experience 

- The US has every reason to take pride in its global contributions – it energy, idealism 
and enduring accomplishment 

- The domestic divisions prevented decisions initiatives. The US seemed to reduce to 
passivity in a world in which with all self-doubt, only its power could offer security 

- Deepest realisation that the cause of national unease was that they were declining in 
power – no longer a super power 

- American political thought had come increasingly to regard diplomacy with suspicion  
- Though the US was not to grasp its consequences, they had developed into the world’s 

major economic power, and were fast becoming the only democratic nation with 
sufficient strength to maintain a precarious world balance 

- US clung to isolation, which have been transformed from a policy preference to a moral 
conviction 

- Treating force and diplomacy as discrete phenomena cause the US power to lack 
purpose and negotiation to lack force.  
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- Peace was believed to be normal, internal exertions were to get normality 
- Absorption with victory led to the idea that security in the post-war world depended on 

balance of power 
- US absolute power was growing; its relative power was declining. US power was also 

highest at the very beginning of the containment policy 
 

Problems of 
a New 
Equilibrium  

- The contemporary unrest is no doubt exploited by some whose purposes are all too 
clear, but that it is there to exploit is proof of a profound dissatisfaction with the merely 
managerial and consumer-orientated qualities of the modern state and with a world 
which seems to general crisis by inertia.  

- US perception of power and diplomacy as distinct and successive phases of foreign 
policy, treating force and diplomacy as discrete and not dependant was its failure 

- Nuclear power has led to political rigidity of a bipolar world, a gain on one side is an 
absolute loss for the other 

- Military bipolarity has encouraged global diffusion of political power 
- President must establish moral leadership before he can guide: nation building depends 

on the ability to establish political authority 
- Marxism has proved attractive to developing nations regardless of little economic 

achievement because it provides an answer to the problem of political legitimacy, as 
western idealistic philosophy of economic remedies is not relevant to the political and 
spiritual problem 

 


